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Durham Regional Theatre 
Educational Philosophy 

 
Jenny Justice brings an MFA in theatre, and over 30-years of experience teaching all ages, to 
creating and developing DRT’S theatre education programs.  
 
Ms. Jenny’s educational philosophy was finely tuned over eight-years teaching teachers with the 
Creative Arts in Learning program at Lesley University, Cambridge, Mass.   
 
The DRT approach to learning is student-centered; our goal is to stir each student’s curiosity and 
imagination toward self-propelled learning and provide them with the tools they need to satisfy 
their ambitions. That’s what happens at DRT, for theatre lovers of all ages: 
 

Ages 5 – 8-years 
Students engage in creative play that structures their imaginations into a story-theatre 
performance for family and friends.  
 
Students gain skills in cooperative decision-making, story types, characters and structures 
(moving them ahead of the NC state requirements for their age group,) spoken and physical 
communications, group problem solving, space relations and directed play. And in nearly anything 
else that captures their interest -- Set design involves math and visualization; costume design 
invites research into art. 
 

Ages 9 – 12-years 
Young actors move into deliberate development of their art and craft through acting 
improvisations and the rehearsal and performance of a 20-30 minute play. The original scripts are 
often composed with significant input from the young actors.  
 
Students gain skills in all of the 5-8-year-old curriculum areas, while adding vocabulary for 
theatre, the types of plays, movement and voice for the stage, script analysis, developing a 
character, empathy, ensemble performance and stage direction. 
 

Ages 12 – adults 
As actors enter the teen-years and beyond, learning needs are more individualized and this 
shapes the training. Actors work with their teacher to assess individual growth goals and are 
assigned scene work for showcase performance based on those goals. Improvisations build 
essential individual and group imagination and acting technique. Vocal exercises are derived from 
Kristin Linklater’s seminal work for actors, “Freeing the Natural Voice.”  
 
Beyond individualized learning, beginning – advanced actors, 12-adults, enhance their skills in 
all of the previous curriculum areas, adding a range of acting styles, classical and modern 
theatrical literature and approaches to acting evolving from Constantine Stanislavski and Vsevolov 
Meyerhold.  
 

In the future DRT education programs will expand into a full range of theatre career areas – 
dance, design, film, technical theatre, etc., entering into partnerships with local artists. 
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